
WORKS® 
WIPERS

The Kruger Products portfolio of WORKS® wipers is designed to meet the needs of most wiping 
applications from critical cleaning (i.e. low-lint environments such as labs) to simple wipe-ups  
(wipe and toss). Our WORKS® line offers strength, absorbency and versatility and by utilizing  
the best wiper for your specific application, you will have the most cost-effective wiping solution 
for your business.  



– – –

ALL-WORKS® K80 
& K70 WIPERS
These premium wipes are the 
strongest, most durable and 
versatile wipers available.  
They can be used in a wide 
variety of applications, from 
general clean up to more 
controlled environments  
that require a lint-free,  
solvent-resistant wiper  
such as hospitals, labs and 
automotive paint booths. 

02941

ALL-WORKS® K80 WIPERS
The All-WORKS® K80 wipers are the strongest wipe available,  

wet, or dry. The creped material makes a super strong, soft and 

absorbent wipe that can absorb four times its weight in liquid  

while keeping its soft texture. These durable wipes can be rinsed and 

re-used so each wipe lasts longer, which makes them a convenient 

alternative to laundered shop towels. Great for mechanic work and 

engine repair, the All-WORKS® K80 wipers stand up to grease and 

grime. Plus, they are virtually lint-free and solvent resistant. 

02751 02752

ALL-WORKS® K70 WIPERS
These absorbent wipes have excellent strength when wet or  

dry and are a disposable alternative to laundered shop towels. 

They stand up against grease and grime, making them perfect  

for mechanical and engine work. All-WORKS® K70 wipers are  

virtually lint-free and contain zero additives, which can dissolve 

and cause streaks. They are available in blue or white, making  

it easy to keep track and minimize cross-contamination. 

CODE/COLOUR VALUE TIER DESCRIPTION SIZE  ( LxW ) SHEETS PER CASE CASES/PALLET

02941 All-WORKS® K80 Twin Popup Wiper 16.5" x 12" 256 sheets x 1 pack 48
White (41.9 cm x 30.5 cm)

02724 All-WORKS® K70 Popup Interfold Wiper 9" x 16.5" 100 sheets x 10 packs 16
Blue (22.9 cm x 41.9 cm)

02751 / 02752 All-WORKS® K70 Centre Pull Wiper, 12" x 13.5" 600 per roll 27
White / Blue Perforated Roll (30.5 cm x 34.3 cm)

VALUE TIER LEGEND:     PREMIUM      CLASSIC      VALUE

02724



ALL-WORKS® K60 
& FOOD WORKS® 
WIPERS 
These classic wipes are a strong, 
absorbent, versatile choice for 
light-duty, all-purpose cleaning 
applications.

02721

ALL-WORKS® K60 WIPERS
All-WORKS® K60 wipers are hydroentangled, which results in a low-

lint wipe that does not contain any glues or binders, making them 

a perfect solution for all-purpose cleaning that won’t leave streaks. 

These strong and absorbent wipes are excellent for light-duty jobs 

and all-purpose cleaning. They are also a cost-effective alternative to 

paper-type products as fewer wipers are needed for each clean-up.

02361

FOOD WORKS®

The Food WORKS® general purpose food service wiper is washable, 

rinsible, absorbent and reusable. It is low-linting and has built in 

anti-microbial protection to help operators keep their kitchens cleaner 

between servicing. The Food WORKS® wiper has been created for the 

specific needs of the food service market, providing durability and 

strength for quick and efficient wiping.

CODE/COLOUR VALUE TIER DESCRIPTION SIZE  ( LxW ) SHEETS PER CASE CASES/PALLET

02721 All-WORKS® K60 Popup Interfold Wiper 9" x 12.5" 126 sheets x 10 popups 16
White (22.9 cm x 31.8 cm)

02361 Food WORKS® Anti-microbial Wiper 21" x 13.5" 150 sheets 126
Blue with blue stripe (53.3 cm x 34.3 cm)

VALUE TIER LEGEND:   PREMIUM CLASSIC VALUE– – –



– – –

ALL-WORKS® 
K40 & GENERAL 
WORKS® WIPERS
These cost-effective wipes are 
ideal for general clean-up and 
are stronger, more absorbent  
and longer lasting than kitchen 
towel and roll-towel options.

02723 02510

ALL-WORKS® K40 WIPERS
These highly absorbent wipes are low-linting, making them ideal  

for preparing surfaces and cleaning spills such as oil, grease,  

water, etc. All-WORKS® K40 wipers are stronger, longer lasting  

and more absorbent than paper-type products and make a great 

alternative to rags. Created using a hydroentangled process, which 

eliminates the need for glue or binders, All-WORKS® K40 wipers  

ensure no residue or contaminates are left behind. 

All-WORKS® K40 wipers are available in popup, quarter fold, and 

center pull formats. Racks are available for mounting popup and 

centre pull cartons. 

GENERAL WORKS®

These embossed, multi-purpose paper wipers provide an economical 

solution for users in many industries. General WORKS® wipers are 

pulp based, therefore absorbent and able to soak up spills quickly.

CODE/COLOUR VALUE TIER DESCRIPTION SIZE  ( LxW ) SHEETS PER CASE CASES/PALLET

02711 
White

All-WORKS® K40 Quarter Fold Wiper 12" x 13" 
(30.5 cm x 33 cm)

56 sheets x 18 packs 18

02722 
White 

All-WORKS® K40 Popup Interfold Wiper 9" x 16.5" 
(22.9 cm x 41.9 cm)

90 sheets x 9 packs 16

02723 
White 

All-WORKS® K40 Centre Pull Wiper, 
Perforated Roll

10" x 12" 
(25.4 cm x 30.5 cm)

200 sheets x 4 rolls 16

02510 
Beige

General WORKS® 2-Ply Quarter Fold Wiper 16" x 12" 
(40.6 cm x 30.5 cm)

50 sheets x 16 packs 54

VALUE TIER LEGEND:     PREMIUM      CLASSIC      VALUE
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